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Office of Residence Life works to maintain pandemic protocol during freshman move-in

BY JAMIE MCCAEHIN
The Breeze

The fate of the fall semester relies on JMU’s students and their ability to follow mask and social distancing guidelines — a statement made regularly by the university’s leadership since the plan to hold in-person classes was announced July 7.

For residence halls, buildings of concentrated population and, usually, high socialization, residents complying to new rules and procedures aiming to mitigate the pandemic is essential, Kevin Meaney, director of residence life, said.

“We need their cooperation,” Meaney said. “We can’t do this without them. So, we want them on our team, not hiding from us.”

Students living in on-campus dorms will experience a different experience than in past years. Residents are asked to wear a mask at all times inside residence halls, except for when they’re in their own rooms or showering, brushing their teeth or shaving in shared bathrooms, Meaney said.

Common areas and bathrooms will be cleaned twice a day instead of once a week, Meaney said, and housekeeping staff will remain in the residence halls to regularly clean and disinfect high-traffic surfaces like doorknobs and sinks.

Social distancing is encouraged, and Meaney said ORL staff have changed common rooms to reflect that — some lounge furniture was removed, and the allowed occupancy of common rooms was decreased to 50% capacity. Unlike previous years, no rooms will be converted to triples by ORL staff to ensure their best fit each area of residence halls, Adam Meyers, hall director of Wampler Hall, said.

Hall directors received the new policies and procedures in mid-July in an email from Hugh Brown, the associate director of community development.

The new policies have been adapted by the university from state guidelines to best fit each area of residence halls, Adam Meyers, hall director of Wampler Hall, said.

The new policies and procedures during a pandemic alongside their usual training like workshops on organized by ORL, is a large part of what creates a sense of community on campus and, usually eased move-in for freshmen can’t help this year to limit the number of people interacting during move-in.

Additionally, the volunteers that usually eased move-in for freshmen can’t help this year to limit the number of people interacting during move-in.

If cases of COVID-19 do occur, Meaney said that in addition to making sure fewer people will be present during move-in, ORL has created a system of contactless room key and JCard transfer. Additionally, more responsibility has been placed on RAs while the halls prepare for sure fewer people will be present during move-in, including getting rooms cleaned and ready for their new residents.

The bulk of enforcement responsibilities for the new policies will fall on RAs, who’ve now received training about residence hall procedures during a pandemic alongside their usual training like workshops on community building, Caroline Shaffer, a sophomore special education major who will be a RA in Eagle Hall, said.

Many RAs have voiced their opinions and have said they’re nervous to be the front lines of enforcing the mask and social distancing policies, but training from ORL has helped to ease the fear of that confrontation with residents, Boyer said.

“‘I personally, as an RA, don’t want to be ‘mask police,’” Boyer said. “But it’s definitely up to everyone to make sure we’re able to stay. Shaffer and Boyer both had hesitations when they learned that the university was returning for an in-person fall semester, but they said they were excited to return to campus as RAs after doubts that they’d be able to fill their positions in the fall. Boyer will be returning for her second year as an RA, and she said she’s looking forward to helping her residents transition to college despite the restrictions created by the pandemic.

Myles Perdue, a sophomore architectural design major who will be a RA in the Grace St. Apartments, said he was nervous to return to campus before he received more information about the new safety guidelines. Before arriving, Perdue said he stocked up on antibacterial wipes, hand sanitizer and masks to ensure he was able to do his job to the best of his ability.

“If I saw the precautions that JMU was taking and I kinda felt a little better about the situation,” Perdue said. “It’s going to be different, and I think that’s just how we have to see it.”

One major difference from previous years is that RAs plan to shift many of their hall activities online with Zoom meetings, so students can join without feeling uncomfortable about group gatherings. Boyer said that many of her hall activities will happen over Zoom or with the option to use Zoom while others can attend with masks.

These precautions, Boyer said, were just as much for her own peace of mind as her residents. Shaffer fears what would happen if campus closed and she returned to her family unknowingly infected with COVID-19 after living in a hall with roughly 25 residents, though she said she believes JMU and ORL are doing everything they can to keep residents safe.

“It’s scary to think I’m putting my health at risk,” Shaffer said. Meyers said that programming, or activities organized by ORL, is a large part of what creates a sense of community on campus and, usually eased move-in for freshmen can’t help this year to limit the number of people interacting during move-in.

Meyers said that programming, or activities organized by ORL, is a large part of what creates a sense of community on campus and, usually eased move-in for freshmen can’t help this year to limit the number of people interacting during move-in.
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By JAKE CONLEY
The Breeze

As JMU moves forward with reopening its campus and welcoming students for the fall semester, the administration continues to release new rules and regulations designed to keep the community safe.

But while the university can mandate mask-wearing on campus, place restrictions on visitors in residence halls and set up partitions in dining halls, among other measures, it’s nearly powerless to directly police off-campus activities.

In JMU’s “Fall 2020 Return to Campus Plan,” in regard to off-campus gatherings, the document states, “We believe that these types of activities pose the greatest risk to our students’ health and well-being, and we need our students to make good decisions about hosting and attending events off-campus.”

However, Caitlyn Read, JMU spokesperson and director of communications, confirmed that off-campus locations are outside of the university’s jurisdiction to monitor and police, making it difficult for JMU to enforce social distancing regulations and other measures such as head-count limits at gatherings that occur off-campus, especially in private residences. The jurisdiction of JMU’s own police department (JMUFD) covers only “University owned, leased, rented, or controlled property and the streets and sidewalks adjacent there to,” according to the Department’s website, meaning we can install plexiglass and we can put floor markers ... [but] off campus, the university does not have that level of control. We have very little control.”

But while the school’s judicial reach is limited, on Tuesday, the Harrisonburg City Council passed an emergency ordinance that went into effect at midnight Wednesday and deals specifically with social gatherings. If a violation is involved in a gathering that violates the ordinance, [it] could choose flagrantly violating this agreement, [it] could choose to pursue sanctions.

As Read said, “If the university is made aware that students are flagrantly violating this agreement, [it] could choose to pursue sanctions.”

Caitlyn Read
JMU spokesperson and director of communications

The ordinance states that “all public and private in-person gatherings of more than 50 persons are prohibited,” with exceptions given to “expressive activity” on public property as permissible by law, religious gatherings, and wedding ceremonies and receptions. The ordinance also states that if the owner or tenant of the property where the gathering is happening fails to disperse it after an initial warning from HPD, they’ll face a fine and misdemeanor charge.

But even with that regulation now in place, Parks said, the city is confident that students will willingly contribute to the community effort to keep the spread of coronavirus down.

“The city does get some questions of what’s going to happen when students come back — Are we going to see a [COVID-19] spike, are students going to follow the rules?” Parks said. “We know that students are going to follow the rules because they care about, you know, this community just like anyone else who’s lived here their whole life.”

Because the ordinance is a city measure, Parks said, any police responses would be handled by HPD, but Parks later confirmed that the City will provide information to JMU and other local universities if they “have reason to believe one of their students was involved in a gathering that violates the emergency violation,” allowing JMU a degree of indirect oversight on off-campus locations.

Additionally, because of the “Stop the Spread” agreement all students are required to sign, the school retains a level of its own direct judicial oversight on off-campus gatherings. Because the university has implemented a ban on social gatherings of over 10 people, Read said, if the university hears about a gathering of more than 10, the Office of Student Accountability and Restorative Practice (OSARP) can pursue judicial proceedings against students engaged in the gathering.

As Read said, “If the university is made aware that students are flagrantly violating this agreement, [it] could choose to pursue sanctions.”

However, because off-campus locations — including private residences — are outside of JMU’s jurisdiction to directly monitor and police, the school has made public its reliance on its students to keep an eye on and — if necessary — report their peers, which aligns with the university’s emphasis that students can report others’ failure to obey restrictions via the “Tips” feature in the LiveSafe app students are required to obey restrictions via the “Tips” feature in the LiveSafe app students are required to use daily this semester to complete health screenings.

On JMU’s “Stop the Spread” webpage, the “Student Affairs Fall 2020 COVID FAQ” section states:

“While personal accountability is heavily emphasized, we also expect that our students will hold each other accountable as well. When it comes to situations like this, it will be largely up to the students to keep the community safe. For those who choose to not take the proper precautions, we will be counting on students like yourself to report these individuals so that we can respond accordingly.”

The university’s desire for its students to “self-policing” is a byproduct of the limited jurisdiction JMU can claim over off-campus spaces, Read said.

“Obviously, there are challenges in enforcing [COVID-19 regulations], specifically off campus,” Read said. “So, we really need students to not only self-police, but to apply productive peer pressure ... recognizing that their decisions impact not just them, but the community at large.”

With the City’s emergency ordinance now in effect, it remains to be seen how much direct oversight the university will be able to claim over off-campus spaces. However, even with the partnership between HPD and JMU, the university has made it clear that the rules put in place for this semester rely on the students and their willingness — or lack thereof — to follow them.

“We really are expecting — we have to expect, and we fully expect — that [students] will adhere to things like wearing masks and physically distancing from others,” Read said. “You know, there is a level of personal responsibility here, and it is more important than ever that people hold themselves accountable, hold others accountable and just do the thing that’s most likely to protect everybody on campus and off.”

CONTACT
Jake Conley at breezinvestigations@gmail.com. For more coverage of JMU and Harrisonburg news, follow the news desk on Twitter @ BreezeNewsJMU.
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As JMU anticipates the return of its students to Harrisonburg, new measures have been implemented across campus with the goal to minimize the spread of COVID-19. The Health Center has made several operational changes in order to accommodate the needs of students during the pandemic.

A new Respiratory Clinic was created over the summer to treat students with respiratory symptoms, according to the Health Center’s FAQ page on COVID-19. Kristina Blyer, interim director of medical services at the Health Center, said the clinic is located in the urgent care entrance and has a separate waiting area from other students. She said the rooms in the clinic have negative pressure in them, which she said means there’s a difference in the air flow that makes it safer to evaluate students with a respiratory illness.

Blyer said medical staff in the Respiratory Clinic will be required to wear full personal protective equipment, and she said they’ve opted to use reusable gowns and face shields to reduce the need to continuously order new equipment. Junior nursing major Yanely Correa said she feels confident about the Health Center’s new changes.

"I think the Respiratory Clinic is such a good idea," Correa said. "It’s just nice to know that they’re already prepared and have a plan."

Limiting unnecessary physical contact has also become a goal for the Health Center in order to lower the risk of exposure to COVID-19. In an email, Andrew Guertler, medical director of the Health Center, said telemedicine visits over WebEx are now available to be scheduled online.

Blyer said the Health Center has increased the number of triage nurses — nurses responsible for determining a patient’s level of need for medical assistance — and students can schedule appointments for the nurse clinic online. Students are asked to call to make an appointment rather than coming in, she said, to make sure that they go to the correct place to suit their needs.

“The Health Center staff is really committed to supporting the entire JMU community through this pandemic," Blyer said. "We really have the goal of helping students stay on campus."

Many students, including senior nursing major Brittany Mills, rely on the Health Center as a primary healthcare option while at school. Having worked in a clinic over the summer, Mills said it’s important that healthcare facilities have several precautions in place to limit exposure.

“I’m sure that they’ll do whatever it takes to keep the Health Center up and running because it’s kind of our go-to when we’re sick," Mills said. "It’s a free option for students."
In order to decide what changes needed to be put in place, Blyer said the Health Center has looked at guidelines from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, the Virginia Department of Health and the American College Health Association. She said measures were taken that fit these guidelines and fit the needs of JMU and local communities.

Blyer said most of the costs associated with the changes to the Health Center were absorbed into its current budget. Additional funding was given to the Health Center to obtain rapid testing machines, she said, but they don't have them yet because of a current national shortage. She said that they expect to receive the machines in the next couple of weeks. The Health Center was also given funding to hire a part-time occupational health nurse who will work with faculty and staff on COVID-19 matters specifically, Blyer said.

"We have spent the last four months planning," Blyer said. "I feel that we are as prepared as we can be at this time. We're ready to be flexible and shift if we need to based on what's happening within our community."

Masks are required in the Health Center, Blyer said, and they'll be provided to anyone who comes in without one. She said masks and thermometers are now for sale at the Health Center’s pharmacy. In an email, Guertler said he “can’t emphasize face mask use enough,” and masks are the “best and only worthwhile intervention” available.

Mills and Correa said much of the responsibility to prevent an outbreak remains on the students. Although she said she’s excited to come back to campus, Mills said she’s concerned cases will rise in Harrisonburg as students return.

"Ultimately it comes down to students," Correa said. "I feel like the students need to step it up."

According to the VDH, Virginia has had over 100,000 cases of COVID-19 since February. Blyer said the pandemic is something that everyone needs to take seriously, and stopping the spread is ultimately a team effort between the university and its students.

"I think that this is an opportunity for us to really show the local community and the rest of the world how strong we can be and how we can look out for each other," Blyer said.

CONTACT Kamryn Koch at kochkr@dukes.jmu.edu. For more coverage of JMU and Harrisonburg news, follow the news desk on Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.
Concerns over transmission of COVID-19 at JMU have caused not only class schedule changes but changes to the libraries, as well.

Carrier and Rose Libraries are heavy traffic areas on campus for everything from studying late into the night to relaxing between classes, but fears over the coronavirus have led to some changes.

Dean of Libraries Bethany Nowviskie said her and the staff have worked through the spring and summer “to make it the safest and easiest place to navigate that we can.”

This process included changes to the physical setup in the libraries and collaborating with those who are overseeing housekeeping at JMU.

“Of course, a lot of services that we offer to faculty and students are going to continue to be offered in modified ways, either fully online or some things that were walk-in services will be by appointment,” Nowviskie said.

One change students will notice quickly is the furniture rearrangement, which includes removal of chairs to promote physical distancing. There will also be signs to help the flow of students and staff through doors and staircases.

The hours have also been reduced, with Carrier and Rose Libraries now operating from 7:30 a.m.-10 p.m. on weekdays and 10 a.m.-8 p.m. on weekends. Previously they operated from 7:30 a.m.-2 a.m. Monday through Thursday, 7:30 a.m.-8 p.m. on Friday, 10 a.m.-8 p.m. on Saturday and 10 a.m.-2 a.m. on Sunday.

Head of Special Collections Kate Morris said special collections, located on the second floor of Carrier, has changed its service model so that the reading room is by appointment only.

“We’ve implemented modifications to the layout of the space and to typical processes to make social distancing just a natural part of using the space,” Morris said.

One area that’s known to be crowded is Starbucks, which will be planning on reopening both locations in Carrier and Rose Libraries when classes begin on campus. Nowviskie said that the library staff is working with Starbucks “on things like spacing people out.”

Housekeeping will clean the libraries on the same schedule as classroom spaces, and hand sanitizer and cleaning supplies will be available for students to use. Wearing a mask will be strictly enforced “just like any place on campus,” Nowviskie said.

Despite the precautions, senior international affairs major Makeda Fikremariam said she isn’t sure if she’ll be using the libraries as much as she did over the previous three years.

“I’m a huge library person, I used to be there pretty much every day,” Fikremariam said. “But I don’t think I will go to the library as often because of the coronavirus.”

Since most of Fikremariam’s classes are online, she doesn’t plan on even going on campus “any longer than she has to.” She said if she were to walk into the library and see crowds of people, she’d just turn around and leave.

“I’d just try to find another place on campus,” Fikremariam said.

In order to decrease crowd size at the libraries, other locations on campus have been adjusted to turn into study spots.

“In addition to the libraries, D-Hub has been fitted as a big study space to support social distancing,” Nowviskie said. “There’s a lot of places like that, including even some outdoor tents that will be available for students to sit outside.”

With all the challenges and fears that COVID-19 entails, Nowviskie said she believes that the university can remain in-person all semester and the libraries can remain open, as long as both faculty, staff and students adhere to the safety guidelines.

“We’d love to have people in the libraries, but this year we’ve all got to work together to wear a mask and follow the guidelines in order to have a successful first semester,” Nowviskie said.

CONTACT Eda Tercan at tercanea@dukes.jmu.edu. For more coverage of JMU and Harrisonburg news, follow the news desk on Twitter @BreezeNewsJMU.
A “thank-you!” pat to the cleaning staff at JMU for having to pick up mad hours to keep us safe.

From someone who appreciates the measures being done to keep everyone safe.

An “I-missed-you” pat to the friends that I haven’t seen in what feels like seven years.

From a student who’s hoping we’re not all sent back home in two weeks.

A preemptive “don’t-be-dumb” dart to all the people who are going to party and endanger us all.

From a girl who doesn’t want JMU to shut down again.

A “what’s-wrong-with-you?” dart to all the people I see on a daily basis who don’t wear masks.

From someone who doesn’t want to die because of idiots like them.

Social drinking is an American pastime. Whether it’s a cocktail to celebrate the weekend with co-workers, a glass of wine after a long day or cheap beer at someone’s house party, alcohol is a significant part of U.S. social culture.

In an unexpected twist, COVID-19 may be able to help shift the alcohol-centered social narrative.

However, alcohol is the “third leading preventable cause of death in the United States,” according to the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism. As of 2018, nearly 15 million people in the U.S. suffered from Alcohol Use Disorder. The CDC states that 1 in 6 adults binge drinks several times a month. Drinking can be and often is a dangerous game. Given its potential for harm, it’s interesting to explore why alcohol remains Americans’ recreational beverage.

Alcohol is known as a social lubricant — it can lessen negative emotion and promote positive emotion, which can help enhance bonding in a social setting, according to the Association for Psychological Science. While some type of social aid isn’t always a bad thing, alcohol is neither the safest option nor does it ensure social success.

Social drinking on college campuses is particularly concerning as it can have greater consequences for younger people. In fact, research by the NIAAA shows that each year before the age of 21 that a person begins to drink, the more likely that person is to develop alcohol dependence. Not only this, but 90% of alcohol people under the age of 21 drink is consumed during a binge drinking session. A change in social norms regarding alcohol would benefit the health and relationships of college students in particular.

Social distancing and other regulations social distancing and alcohol-centered gatherings largely obsolete. This shows that drinking, a hobby with many cons, doesn’t have to be a part of the way people, especially college students, socialize. COVID-19 has revealed many new ways to be in a community: virtual gatherings and distanced meetups that make it difficult to focus on alcohol. Not only this, but concern for self, family and friends should motivate people to lessen their dependence on social drinking. Alcohol can be a danger at the best of times and now, when any interaction has the potential to spread the virus, a gathering centered around alcohol is hugely irresponsible.

Although COVID-19 has forced separation on many, time apart may be the wake up call the U.S. needs to make significant social change. Alcohol isn’t necessary for fun or friendship, and it can have serious consequences, pandemic notwithstanding. A de-emphasis on drinking in college, especially during and post pandemic, would have numerous positives.

In-person activities won’t forever be obsolete, but maybe social drinking should be.

Caroline Rose is a sophomore writing, rhetoric and technical communication major. Contact Caroline at roseck@dukes.jmu.edu.
Will it be enough?

The Breeze Editorial Board discusses JMU’s measures to prevent an outbreak

Returning to school is a risky choice for any college or individual student to make. The fact that JMU decided to have its students return — with new policies and health and safety practices in place — puts faith in both the university and its students. As JMU President John Alger said to The Breeze, both JMU’s students and faculty and staff are “in this together.”

Aside from physical distancing and wearing masks, it’s imperative for everyone to understand the importance of cleanliness. This doesn’t just mean washing one’s hands regularly and thoroughly but being conscientious of touching surfaces and helping to eliminate the germs that may be residing on them. Maintaining this level of cleanliness could very well be what helps JMU “Stop the Spread” of the coronavirus.

Harrisonburg’s population nearly doubles once students from surrounding colleges return to school. JMU’s largest freshman class — consisting of 5,194 new students — will be living in the 28 first-year residential halls on campus this fall, with total enrollment being 19,943 undergraduate students. While this number of people might seem daunting, it’s important to remember that strength also comes in numbers, and it’s up to everyone in the JMU community to take the steps necessary to keep campus safe.

JMU has taken measures in an attempt to keep its students safe and healthy. While part of this burden remains on students’ shoulders — such as making smart choices about social gatherings — JMU has provided resources to help prevent the spread of COVID-19 at JMU and in Harrisonburg.

The question remains whether these actions will be enough. With other universities taking more drastic measures, such as UVA providing students with resources to keep them safe. These resources include housekeeping staff sanitizing classrooms twice a day and at night, hand sanitizer dispensers in every classroom, office and building entrance, contactless payment at parking meters, and an increased number of dining options, including Dukes Dining, the Lakeside Cafe in the College of Business Learning Complex and more than 100 new options for one-punch Duke Deals at dining options across campus, including Chick-fil-A.

JMU also has Starship food delivery robots with many options for food delivery, and students can use the Starship app to order ahead at locations such as Bistro 1908, the Bistro in Memorial Hall, Subway and more.

Of all these measures taken to help prevent the spread of the coronavirus at JMU, the additional cleaning blocks will likely be one of the most beneficial. The housekeeping staff have already been working hard all summer with tasks such as installing the hand sanitizer dispensers across campus, and now they’ll continue working hard during the semester to keep us safe.

The Breeze wants to express thanks on behalf of all JMU students for the housekeeping staff’s time and willingness to help us come back and stay on campus. Their work will be indispensable for keeping students safe, and we couldn’t be more appreciative of them.

To any students who see the housekeeping staff this semester: tell them, “thank you!” It’s because of them that we’re even able to return to campus, but it’ll be up to everyone to ensure that we can Stop the Spread and stay here.

The Breeze’s Editorial Board represents the official stance of the paper on important issues such as this one. For more information, contact Editor-in-Chief Katelyn Waltemyer at breezeeditor@gmail.com.
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JILLIAN CAREY | opinion editor
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As COVID-19 continues to spread, accounting for the safe return of students and staff has been a long and unpredictable process.

One of the most impactful decisions made by the administration has involved creating safe and flexible class schedules for students returning to campus for the 2020-2021 academic year. With classes being split between face to face, online and hybrid sessions, there have been many questions and concerns raised by students and parents. Of these three class methods, the safest and most likely to succeed are online courses.

As many professors have had to redesign their courses to fit an online layout, the decision of conducting class at a precise time or allowing students to complete work on their own schedule has become an important question for the staff and students involved in such scenarios.

While synchronous classes allow the professors to teach students in real-time, asynchronous classes are usually composed of prerecorded lectures, posted readings and individual or group assignments. The advantages of synchronous classes are that students are forced to schedule their time accordingly while being able to ask for extra instruction as the lesson is being taught. This setup also allows the student to feel as if they’re sitting in a real class as the faces of classmates appear over video chat. Yet, these advantages don’t stack up to the advantages of asynchronous teaching.

Asynchronous courses provide students with the same course materials in a less direct manner. Students are expected to know where and when assignments are to be found and completed, encouraging them to schedule their work at a rate which works for them. This technique could also help students find the ways they learn best, such as through readings, using new software, through individual or group assignments and reflections. Being able to complete work well in constantly changing ways will aid in adapting to the quick-paced and ever-changing workforce environment in the future.

Because of class times changing for new sanitization procedures, many students have been left with schedules which run from early in the morning until late in the evening. The option for students to take a late lab online or an early lecture in the comfort of their bed could both help their sleep cycle and their mental health. Many students were unable to control the times their classes meet because of these changes, so meeting asynchronously may help them work under less stress and on their own time.

These online classes are also helpful for those who have classes that are scheduled at similar times. Since these schedule changes allow a wide range of ways classes can be run, some students have found that their online and in-person classes are scheduled within minutes of each other. Being able to take these online classes at another time during the day could help save students’ schedules and keep their credit requirements intact.

Asynchronous classes, beyond just allowing students to participate without the anxiety of joining a video chat on time and dressed appropriately, aid students and staff in completing more during the day. Many college students are productive later in the day, a trait that could actually be advantageous in an asynchronous course. Giving students the flexibility to complete coursework when it works best for them, as well as providing them the option to contact the professor for extra help without the whole class being aware, is unmatched by synchronous learning. Asynchronous learning is the best option for students struggling to manage a full course load in a newly altered university environment.

Liz Riccio is a sophomore Media arts and design and Psychology major. Contact Liz at riccioem@dukes.jmu.edu.

“MANY COLLEGE STUDENTS ARE PRODUCTIVE LATER IN THE DAY, A TRAIT THAT COULD ACTUALLY BE ADVANTAGEOUS IN AN ASYNCHRONOUS COURSE.”

- Liz Riccio, opinion writer
Enjoy Life at the Top with our conveniently located premier student housing! **865 East** offers tenants the means to escape the stress of student life through amenities such as our Rooftop Lounge, Game Room, Fitness Center, and much more!

Stop by today for a tour or give us a call for rates!

865 East Port Republic Road  |  (540) 442-8885
Rush restricted

Greek Life recruitment finds new ways to welcome potential members

By JEAN LUTHER

This fall, returning to campus will come with new hurdles for all student organizations. The Greek community isn’t immune.

In the past, Greek Life on campus started its traditions and recruitment as soon as students returned to campus. Rush week held an anticipation that could be felt throughout the entire student body.

“[Greek life] was that there was a really long time before the panhel council made a decision for the format of the recruitment,” Camille Wolfe, assistant membership vice president of Gamma Phi Beta, said.

“We have tried to be very thoughtful about what are parameters that seem reasonable so that students can still have a good experience on campus and get plugged in and get involved and build community, while also protecting the health and safety of not just JMU students, but the Harrisonburg community as well,” Lexi Swinimer, assistant director of sorority and fraternity life, said.

Swinimer said that she and other staff members expect all fraternities and sororities to abide by new regulations. She also said that there’ve already been productive and serious conversations with chapter leaders on these guidelines.

“The Breeze Video

Shoshana Warshavsky, the chapter president of Alpha Sigma Tau, said she’s been encouraged to communicate with PNMs, or potential new members, since in-person interaction will be limited. According to Warshavsky, this isn’t a typical task.

“In the past, that has been a huge ‘no’, but because everything is virtual, there could be a lot of new girls who aren’t sure about going through recruitment this year,” Warshavsky said.

Warshavsky said sororities and fraternities alike have been trying to stay ahead of this issue and that members started thinking of contingency plans that might replace the usual in-person events and recruitment activities. Recruitment this fall has been pushed to Sept. 19.

“One of the biggest challenges we had upfront was that there was a really long time before the panhel council made a decision for the format of the recruitment,” Camille Wolfe, assistant membership vice president of Gamma Phi Beta, said.

“From the start, there’s been a little bit, because fraternities and sororities have multiple constituents to consider.”

Alex Johnston, a Panhellenic advisor, said she’s recently received guidance from the National Panhellenic Conference — the Greek sorority life governing body — that recruitment must be completely virtual. She said that JMU’s office and administration agreed with this guidance.

“Communication goes out all the time about what recruitment will look like and what we’re able to do,” Johnston said. “It’s sort of a moving target, but at this time, recruitment will be held via Zoom, so completely virtual for every single round up to bid distribution.”

Bid distribution is the invitation for potential new members to join a specific organization. Johnston said that bid distribution will also be virtual and that an email or paperless posters will be sent out to new members. However, the individual Bid Day celebrations that chapters will hold are organization-specific.

Johnston said sororities will record open house presentations for potential members to view. They’ll also provide brief surveys after each video, allowing for feedback and to ensure that the PNMs are watching all of the presentations through a platform called Launchpoint.

“If you’re going to do it virtually, you want to make sure people are getting something out of it,” Johnston said.

For sororities, philanthropy and sisterhood rounds will be held over Zoom. This’ll allow for sisters and PNMs to have one-on-one conversations in breakout rooms.

“Everyone is still super excited though, which makes me super happy, just because recruitment is one of the best things for sororities,” Warshavsky said.

The President of Beta Theta Phi, John Maiorana, said that one of the first priorities of this upcoming fall semester is to officially welcome the pledge class of the spring of 2020. There are other sororities and fraternities trying to adapt to the new guidelines to ensure this happens once students come back for the fall semester.

Before leaving for spring break, Maiorana said he and his fraternity brothers didn’t know they wouldn’t be coming back. Their pledge class has waited months to be inducted into the brotherhood and will be welcomed in shortly after the school year begins. Maiorana said the only rush events JMU allows must be held on campus and must go through FSL to book rooms.

David Chew, coordinator of fraternity and sorority life, said that he’s working to secure spaces on campus specifically for this.

“Because of the occupancies that have been reduced, we are currently trying to contact each of the chapters just to figure out what their needs are, like how many people need to be a part of the ritual for what we can get and what time to get the initiation done,” Chew said.

Chew said the goal date for spring members to be inducted is Sunday, Aug. 29.

Beta Theta Phi will participate in the virtual student organization night this September where members will have a virtual trifold with links and pictures. In addition, they hope to be involved in a couple small-scale Student Organization Nights to get to know PNMs.

“We reach out to everyone we can,” Maiorana said. “Anyone that expresses interest, we’ll reach out to and try to meet, whether that be virtually or in person.”

Warshavsky said Alpha Sigma Tau has invested in touchless thermometers, and Maiorana said that Beta Theta Pi is looking to do the same.

Although recruitment this fall will be much different, members are still gearing up for this year’s PNMs as well as reconnecting with sisters and brothers who’ve already become involved in the Greek community at JMU.

“My biggest fear is that a lot of girls aren’t gonna want to participate because they’d be missing out, but everyone’s just as excited and we can’t wait to get our next pledge class.”

Shoshana Warshavsky
Alpha Sigma Tau
Chapter President

Contact Jean Luther at lutherjm@dukes.jmu.edu. For more on the culture, arts and lifestyle of the JMU and Harrisonburg communities, follow the culture desk on Instagram and Twitter @Breeze_Culture.
Friendly City helpers

Faculty & students provided PPE to workers on the front lines

By CHARLOTTE MATHERLY
The Breeze

When locals Kevin Phaup, Adrienne Hooker and Jeff Guinn struck up a community effort to provide masks and face shields to local organizations in need of personal protective equipment, they only planned on making a couple hundred to serve Harrisonburg’s urgent needs.

They ended up producing more than 7,500 masks and 2,800 face shields.

Phaup said the project meant more to him, his students and the community than anyone predicted it would.

“It was good, like, making masks for the community, but I think it was also, like, a therapeutic effort for a lot of people in the community who wanted to do something,” Phaup said. “That was kind of unexpected.”

Phaup’s sophomore industrial design class began the project in March when school went online, mailing materials and instructions to his students, who’d sew batches of masks and send them back to Harrisonburg for distribution.

At the same time, Hooker and Guinn, who connected through a mutual Facebook friend, began to assemble a team that would use 3D printers to create plastic face shields.

Both branches of Harrisonburg Makers Help stayed active for about three months until the effort began to fizzle out. As medical supply companies were able to catch up to the national demand for PPE, there was less of a need for community members to make the products.

Hooker said the team received its first order for 1,200 face shields from Sentara RMH Medical Center on April 1, when supplies were at an all-time low. Thousands of face shields later, they delivered their last order June 30.

Harrisonburg Makers Help started as a few people finding a way to use their skills and resources to help others. It grew into a vast network of JMU professors, students, librarians and hundreds of community members.

Hooker said the team making face shields quickly expanded into about 50 people. Some owned 3D printing machines and made the plastic and others even sewed button hole elastic when there was none to be found. Each person delivered their parts to Hooker, who transformed her garage into a workshop for assembling the face shields.

Bethany Nowviskie, dean of libraries at JMU, said that before the coronavirus hit, the library staff had been preparing to host the U.S.’s first conference on 3D printing as the library staff had been preparing to host the library staff had been preparing to host the library. However, she decided to transform one area of the library into a workspace for members of the library staff who constructed the 3D printing design for the face shields, said it felt good to be able to help.

“It was such a terrible time for everybody that it was great to have a thing that was possible to do,” Taalman said. “It’s always great to work with the community and with a lot of people on a big project, but in this case … some people cope by actually doing something, and I think we were all doing that.”

Despite the stress of managing their work and moving students into online classes while working around the clock to produce PPE, Phaup, Hooker and Taalman all said they’d do it again. Hooker and Taalman said they don’t think there will be another shortage of masks and face shields since larger companies have been able to catch up to America’s demand for PPE, but they said they’d jump on the chance to help in any way they can in the future.

Hooker said she was inspired by the surge of selfless support from the community and how quickly Harrisonburg residents jumped in to help.

“It think it just shows you the capacity of caring that we have in this community,” Hooker said. “And coming to not just talk the talk of, yes, we’re the Friendly City, but actually to do something about it. I think [it] was really amazing.”
As students prepare to return to campus — many for the first time since departing for spring break — they’ll find that JMU’s on-campus dining experience has changed since they left in March. New social distancing measures will result in reduced seating space, and mobile ordering through the dining services app will be encouraged. However, here’s a glimpse into three new dining facilities Dukes can look forward to as well as the robot delivery system coming this fall.

Dukes Dining — Fall 2020

Dukes Dining — located across from the Grace Street Parking Deck — is slated to be ready for use by the fall. Formerly known as PC Dukes and Top Dog, the building was demolished after the completion of the new D-Hall in 2018, and many of its food options were temporarily relocated to D-Hub. The dining hall will offer a wide range of dining options, such as Blue Ridge Bowl, Oath Pizza, PC Wings, Panda Express and The Den by Denny’s, according to the JMU Dining Services website. Dukes Dining will accept Dining Dollars, Duke Deals, Flex and debit or credit cards.
Tenders, Love & Chicken – November 2020

One will soon find Tenders, Love & Chicken inside the new Atlantic Union Bank Center. Slated to be open in November, Tenders, Love & Chicken could become a new favorite for East Campus diners. According to its page on the JMU Dining Services website, this nationally branded restaurant by Aramark will “focus on one thing — amazing chicken.” It’ll be open during event and non-event operating hours and will accept JACards and debit or credit cards.

Lakeside Cafe – Fall 2020

Located inside the new College of Business Learning Complex, Lakeside Cafe will offer homemade bagels, breakfasts, sandwiches, salads and Daley Grind coffee. Lakeside Cafe will include 15 Duke Deals and accept JACards as well as debit or credit cards, according to its page on the JMU Dining Services website. The complex also includes an outdoor dining area overlooking Newman Lake and will provide many students with a quick dining option that won’t require a trek up the infamous Godwin Stairs. Starting in the fall, the cafe will be open Monday through Thursday from 7:30 a.m. to 8 p.m. and Friday from 7:30 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Food delivery robots – Fall 2020

Last spring and into this summer, JMU began testing a small group of Aramark Starship robots that would deliver food from dining halls to on-campus dorms. In a discussion at the July Board of Visitors meeting, JMU officially decided to contract the robots for the upcoming year to help reduce the spread of COVID-19, though few specifics on implementation have been released. The robots would limit interpersonal contact and provide an alternative to eating in dining halls with reduced seating. The robots move at walking speed and can safely maneuver people and objects according to Starship’s website. Students can place orders through a mobile app and track the location of the robots through their smartphones. Once the robot arrives, its contents can only be unlocked by the customer through the app.

In the midst of a pandemic, there are many unknowns about the future of JMU dining. However, these new dining facilities and robots can give students the opportunity to branch out and discover a new favorite on-campus treat.

CONTACT Amy Needham at needhaal@dukes.jmu.edu. For more on the culture, arts and lifestyle of the JMU and Harrisonburg communities, follow the culture desk on Twitter and Instagram @Breeze_Culture.
Almost game time?

JMU basketball set to unveil the Atlantic Union Bank Center in November

By ANDREW OLIVEROS
The Breeze

Despite the cancelation of the football season, the new basketball arena is still scheduled to open its doors to the public for the 2020-21 JMU men’s and women’s season.

The Dukes’ new men’s basketball head coach Mark Byington and women’s head basketball coach Sean O’Regan gave an inside look of the arena to the community in a video provided by JMU Athletics. There are many new and fresh places in the arena. Here are the top five for The Breeze.

1. Team video room

In the comfort of their new ‘Theater-type’ seats, the players will be in this space for scouting reports and film work.

“This is going to be my favorite room,” Byington said in the video. "This is the basketball classroom."

Intimacy is something the new team video room brings, Assistant Athletic Director for Communications Kevin Warner said. Before, the men’s team had to rent out a room in the Convocation Center and the women’s team had a makeshift room of their own, but the new video room will allow better analysis and team meetings.

“The scouting part of preparing for games is something I think the public may not always be aware of,” Warner said. "A lot of time and energy goes into both reviewing their own players and how they can improve from their own performance but also to look at game film of coming opponents."

2. Band seating

O’Regan commented in the video that the band section could grow because of its size. They can bring the soul and fire out of the Dukes on the court when playing and cheering.

“You want them as close as possible,” O’Regan said in the video. "They have won some games for us; I promise you that."

Byington said in the video that he’d been a part of the visiting team against the Dukes before and that he remembers how the music was blasting from the band section. He said he knows how good they are.

“I’m glad they’re on my side now,” Byington said in the video.

The JMU Pep Band has been an important part of the basketball game experience for decades, Warner said, and he emphasizes how that will continue. Warner said he knows that both the men’s and women’s team would tell anyone that the pep band makes a huge difference.

“Their [the JMU’s Pep Band] location [is] in close proximity to that visiting team’s bench,” Warner said. “It’s also right next to where the JMU players will run under the court from the locker rooms; it’ll be a really great experience to tie that all together.”

3. Practice court

Byington and O’Regan said in the video they’re both happy they can see the practice court from their office and that Byington even thinks recruits’ families could watch practice from the balcony facing this court.

“This is a total game changer for me,” O’Regan said in the video. "I love this."

Having to rely on the one basketball court at the Convocation Center, UREC or Memorial Gym will be no more for the Dukes. "The best part of the practice court is just having one more place for the teams to prepare," Warner said. "Having both the game court and the practice court will allow them to have some more options in scheduling practice times; that in turn benefits the academic schedule for the student athletes because they might have different class times that weren’t available before."

4. Academic Success Center

This center can truly bring more success to the players’ academics. They have access to study halls and their tutors within feet of the basketball court, unlike before.

“We had to rent out the Duke Club room to do study hall before and now you’ve got tutor rooms up here,” O’Regan said in the video. "It’s like a one-stop shop."

This center was built to ensure success for the student athletes on and off the court, Warner said.

“There was space, but it wasn’t really constructive space for their academic success, and now they’ll have some more dedicated space — they can get away from everybody else [and] focus on academics,” Warner said. “They could go put some shots up in the morning and go focus on some academic work for a little bit maybe before their classes start.”

5. Club and suites

The new additions to the basketball game experience are the clubs and suites that are available for eating, drinking, department meetings, hosting outside speakers, Dukes Lead programs, events with student athletes and of course watching the Dukes play some ball, Byington and O’Regan said in the video.

“That’s big time for the donors,” O’Regan said in the video. "You couldn’t do it without them."

At the Convocation Center, there was a hospitality center but it was small, tucked away in the building and it took more effort to leave your seat to get to that space if one wanted to go back during halftime, Warner said.

“It’s not like anything you would see at bigger venues both in our state and nationally,” Warner said. “VCU, Old Dominion, Virginia, they all kind of have a premium experience for their higher level donors, and we have not really had much that we could offer, so this is pretty significant to be able to give that experience to our donors. This is a really big addition to the basketball experience for JMU Athletics.”

Warner said there will be a Student Club Room in the new arena that can be used for pregame experiences such as contests, bringing a basketball coach out to speak to the students, pizza parties or even bringing in a sponsor to cater a meal. After this pregame experience, these students could walk right to their seats adjacent to the room.

Warner also said how there will be a restaurant in the Atlantic Union Bank Center called “Tenders. Love. Chicken” that’s open throughout the week to students as another dining option on the east side of campus.

The clock is ticking as we get closer to when the Atlantic Union Bank Center opens its doors to a new basketball experience.

CONTACT Andrew Oliveros at oliverab@dukes.jmu.edu. For more coverage, follow the sports desk on Twitter at @TheBreezeSports.
Thousands of screaming fans packed Bridgeforth Stadium to cheer on what many thought was an unstoppable JMU football team, and now almost three years later, it’s a pandemic that has stopped the Dukes.

JMU students reflected on their experiences with College GameDay when it came to JMU in 2017, the impact COVID-19 has had on this football season and the uncertainty of the future.

It’s not everyday that schools the size of JMU get GameDay — all the stars have to align perfectly for it to happen. Students lobbied for it on social media, showing how much it would mean to JMU if GameDay did come. JMU alum and ESPN College GameDay producer Lee Fitting had kept his alma mater on the radar. That weekend, the top contenders for the show had lost in upsets, which bumped JMU up the rankings. This, along with the Dukes’ long win streak and reputation for being a great crowd, put them at the top of the list.

"It was pretty crazy overall; I remember trying to sleep on the Quad in freezing weather and couldn’t do it," senior geographic science major Jeremy Alexander said. "All of the students really wanted to be there, everyone around me was just going nuts."

On Oct. 13-14, for the second time in three years, the ESPN College GameDay crew broadcast live from JMU. Students camped out in the frigid weather Friday to secure their spot for the Saturday college football pregame show.

"I went out to the Quad and was amazed as I watched all the trucks coming in and setting up the whole set," JMU Technology Manager and Instructor John Hodges said. "I thought it was a wonderful experience for everybody, there was so much excitement, everyone came together to bleed purple."

Approximately 14,000 students, alumni and JMU football fans packed the Quad, holding signs and wearing their purple and gold to show their school pride for a national TV audience. The defending FCS national champion Dukes extended their winning streak to 18 games with a 30-8 win over Villanova.

"If you have College GameDay come to your school, you know you’re doing something right," redshirt junior safety Michael Johnson said. However, there won’t be any large crowds filling Bridgeforth Stadium to its brim with eyes peeled on the Dukes until the spring at the earliest as JMU suspended fall sports. There currently isn’t a solidified plan to pursue a season in the spring, but there’s still a possibility that the season won’t be played until fall 2021 — leaving physical, emotional and financial implications for the school and devoted supporters.

The effects of the coronavirus aren’t only felt by JMU football fans, but the players as well; this season would be the last of many players’ college careers unless there’s a spring season.

"People think that we automatically will make it to the championship and have great expectations," Johnson said. "Without the proper offseason, it’s hard to do those things, because there’s a lot of work we put in to get to that championship level each year."

With the 2020 football season in the air, some students, such as Alexander, say they’re OK if the season is postponed to the spring or if students aren’t allowed in the stands because of health concerns, as long as there is still a season.

The road will feel long. With changes happening every day, the college football landscape will drastically shift this season and for years to come.

"It definitely makes you feel so humble, to understand that anything can happen and don’t take the moment for granted," Johnson said. "We had a great opportunity to have GameDay, and that was a great experience — to think that now we might not even have a season is really sad to think about."

CONTACT Michael Bellu at bellums@dukes.jmu.edu. For more football coverage, follow the sports desk on Twitter @TheBreezeSports.
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---

Karen Kopp, faculty and staff safe as the move back to campus nears. The University Recreation Center, also known as UREC, is taking similar precautions to slow the spread of COVID-19. Anna Hiner, senior justice studies major and inclusive recreation manager at UREC, was working at the facility in July when the staff decided to make changes to achieve a new and safe “normal” for gym goers.

“We were closed for most of the summer, obviously, because a gym is not the cleanest place if you follow normal procedures, so the staff decided to come up with three different models of what we could possibly do in the fall,” Hiner said. “We were open for the last three weeks of July, and each week we tested a different model.”

Hiner said all three models were similar and that they varied in how long UREC should remain open each day as well as when they’d have cleaning periods. Sophie Waugh, junior nursing major and lifeguard at UREC, said the first model had three 90-minute workout periods where one signed up for a specific activity or space online, each followed by a 30-minute cleaning period. After each 90-minute workout period, UREC closed and the staff cleaned the equipment that might’ve been touched, Hiner said.

Eric Nickel, director of UREC, said the second model still had people make an appointment for whichever time slot they wanted. However, it wasn’t for a specific activity, just for general entry to the building. This model had a two-hour workout period followed by a one-hour cleaning period. He said an issue with the first two models was that people would form a line outside while waiting for their time slot.

“If that line extrapolated out to during the semester and we had many more people trying to get in, it wouldn’t be a good solution,” Nickel said. “We got some feedback [on the first model] where people said, ‘Well sometimes people like to do more than one thing and that it was a little restrictive.’”

Hiner said in the third model, UREC was open from 11 a.m.-3 p.m. without periods of closing, and the staff would clean throughout the day rather than having mid-day.

---

**“WE’RE TRYING TO ELIMINATE THE SOCIAL HANGING OUT THING AND JUST TRYING TO LET FOLKS GET THEIR EXCERCISE”**

- ERIC NICKEL
cleaning periods. Students would still have to make appointments, but they weren’t limited to a certain time constraint and the staff still had to adhere to capacity, which is about 235, Nickel said.

“Everyone was really good about wearing masks,” Waugh said. “In the pool area, a lot of participants would come up to me and say that when they saw the cleaning breaks happening they felt really safe and protected.”

In addition to a different model for working out, UREC has also stated that individuals must wear a mask when entering the building and keep it on as they walk through different hallways. Masks can be removed when you’re swimming in the pool, on cardiovascular equipment, in a racquetball court or in selected group exercise classes, according to the UREC COVID-19 plan on JMU’s website.

“Most of the hallways are labeled one way now just to help with the traffic in the building and social distancing,” Hiner said. “A lot of the group ex classes have been moved to the gyms so everyone can be more spaced out.”

Nickel said the aerosol droplets are what they’re trying to control, so the use of masks is one of the best safety measures that they’ve implemented. To avoid contagion, Nickel said Freshens won’t be open in UREC so the staff won’t have to worry about unmasked people eating.

“We’re trying to eliminate the social hanging out thing and just trying to let folks get their exercise and then move on out,” Nickel said.

He said the student staff will constantly be cleaning equipment as well as encouraging gym goers to clean after themselves. UREC also increased the number of sanitizer and wipe stations to promote a cleaner gym environment.

“One of the things we hope to teach is self-efficacy — assume something you’re touching is contaminated, and don’t touch your face until you wash your hands or get to an alcohol station,” Nickel said. “Not just in UREC, but for all students coming back.”

CONTACT Isabela Gladston at gladstia@dukes.jmu.edu. For more coverage, follow the sports desk on Twitter @TheBreezeSports.
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**MADISON MARKETPLACE**

Madison Marketplace is open for business, and all text-only listings are FREE! Post job listings, announcements, rentals and more using our online placement tool. Ads run two weeks online and in two print editions.

---

**JOBS**

### Summer Conference Assistant
Looking for real work experience this summer? Want to build your resume? Become a Summer Conference Assistant with the JMU Conference Services team! Visit https://info.jmu.edu/conferences/summer-employment/ for details.

### Field Trip Driver Part-Time
Do you want a part-time job that fits your flexible schedule? If so, the Field Trip Driver may be the right job for you as you’ll get paid $14.68 - $15.18 per hour to drive students to/from events.

### Police Services Specialist (Full-Time)
Utilize your administrative and customer service skills in an office environment that allows you to make a direct impact within the local community! Apply to the Harrisonburg Police Department’s Police Services Specialist position (https://www.harrisonburgva.gov/employment). Full-time position with benefits and preferred hiring range of $14.68 - $16.88 per hour.

### Graphic Designer Wanted
The Breeze, JMU’s award-winning student media organization, seeks a student graphic designer for print and online advertising. Job requirements include creating ads for clients, collaboration with Advertising Coordinator, page layout and design. Must be deadline oriented. Knowledge of Adobe software and previous design experience. EOE. Apply at JMU Job Link https://joblink.jmu.edu/postings/6587

### Launch Your Nonprofit: Steps You Need to Know
Not all New Year’s Resolutions start in the gym - maybe yours is different! Are you thinking about starting a nonprofit organization? In this workshop, you will learn: how to prepare the process, the steps to incorporate in Virginia, tools and resources for startup nonprofits, and alternatives to launching. https://launch-your-nonprofit.eventbrite.com

### Full-Time School Bus Drivers
The City of Harrisonburg is seeking applications for full-time School Bus Drivers. To find out more and apply online, visit https://www.harrisonburgva.gov/employment. EOE.

### Drivers Wanted
Come join the team delivering the best pizza in town! Chanello’s Pizza has been serving JMU since 1998. Drivers should be 18yo with reliable car, insurance and clean driving record. You will take cash home every night plus receive a paycheck every two weeks. Earning at least $100 a night is common while averaging $14-$20/hr. MUST be available late nights (2 a.m. daily, 3:30 a.m. Fri/Sat) and required to work at least one weekend night per week. Apply to chanellospizza@jmu@gmail.com.

### Internet Sales Associate

### Pilates, Barre & Fitness Instructors Wanted
A new Pilates & Barre Studio in downtown Harrisonburg is seeking part-time instructors with a dance and/or fitness background to teach Pilates, barre and fitness classes. Make up to $30/hr once certified. Call or text Jessica @ 843.324.6987 for details.

### Yard Work Needed

---

**SERVICES**

### Free Horse Boarding
In exchange for work or riding privileges. Only 7 miles from JMU campus. 540-383-3320.

### Appliance Repair
Home Appliance Repair services anywhere near Harrisonburg and JMU. 540.208.5476 or visit www.appliancerepairharrisonburg.com for more info.

---

**Line Dance Lessons**
Dance Club is holding 8 weekly country line dance lessons at Blue Ridge Christian School, 290 Mill St., Dayton VA. Lessons start 1/24/2020 7:30-9:30 p.m. and run every Friday for 8 weeks. Cost $5 per person per evening. Attend all get the 8th lesson FREE. Questions email trascottit@gmail.com

### Jeep New/Used Cleanup
Part time new/used car cleanup position avail. Will work with your hours of availability. Saturdays a must. 15-20 hours per week. $10-11 per hour. Apply in person to Drew or Blaine. Dick Myers Jeep Ram. 1711 S. Main Street Harrisonburg.

---

**Housing**

### 4 Bedroom, 2 Full Bath House for Rent
4 Bdrm, 2 Bath, Washer, Dryer, Hardwood Floors, Off-street parking, Full Basement, Backyard, Walk to JMU, 127 New York Ave. Avail now, $1600 mo + security Deposit 540-421-6462

### Apartment for Rent

### 4 Bedroom, 2 Bath House for Rent

---

**Post your ad at BreezeJMU.org/classifieds**
ONE FRIENDLY CITY

MANY DIFFERENT COMMUNITIES

TOGETHER, LET’S ALL DO OUR PART TO PROTECT THE HEALTH & WELLNESS OF HARRISONBURG

HELP US KEEP HARRISONBURG OPEN!

• WASH YOUR HANDS OFTEN
• WEAR A MASK IN PUBLIC
• STAY HOME WHEN SICK
• PRACTICE DISTANCING